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QUESTION 1

A company is expanding its use of AWS services across its portfolios The company wants to provision AWS accounts
for each team to ensure a separation of business processes for security compliance and billing Account creation and
bootstrapping should be completed m a scalable and efficient way so new accounts are created with a defined baseline
and governance guardrails in place A SysOps administrator needs to design a provisioning process that saves time and
resources. 

Which action should be taken to meet these requirements? 

A. Automate using AWS Elastic Beanstalk to provision the AWS accounts set up infrastructure and integrate with AWS
Organizations 

B. Create bootstrapping scripts in AWS OpsWorks and combine them with AWS CloudFormation templates to provision
accounts and infrastructure 

C. Use AWS Config to provision accounts and deploy instances using AWS Service Catalog 

D. Use AWS Control Tower to create a template in Account Factory and use the template to provision new accounts 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A company is trying to connect two applications. One application runs in an on-premises data center that has a
hostname of hostl .onprem.private. The other application runs on an Amazon EC2 instance that has a hostname of
hostl.awscloud.private. An AWS Site-to-Site VPN connection is in place between the on-premises network and AWS. 

The application that runs in the data center tries to connect to the application that runs on the EC2 instance, but DNS
resolution fails. A SysOps administrator must implement DNS resolution between on-premises and AWS resources. 

Which solution allows the on-premises application to resolve the EC2 instance hostname? 

A. Set up an Amazon Route 53 inbound resolver endpoint with a forwarding rule for the onprem.private hosted zone.
Associate the resolver with the VPC of the EC2 instance. Configure the on-premises DNS resolver to forward
onprem.private DNS queries to the inbound resolver endpoint. 

B. Set up an Amazon Route 53 inbound resolver endpoint. Associate the resolver with the VPC of the EC2 instance.
Configure the on-premises DNS resolver to forward awscloud.private DNS queries to the inbound resolver endpoint. 

C. Set up an Amazon Route 53 outbound resolver endpoint with a forwarding rule for the onprem.private hosted zone.
Associate the resolver with the AWS Region of the EC2 instance. Configure the on-premises DNS resolver to forward
onprem.private DNS queries to the outbound resolver endpoint. 

D. Set up an Amazon Route 53 outbound resolver endpoint. Associate the resolver with the AWS Region of the EC2
instance. Configure the on-premises DNS resolver to forward awscloud.private DNS queries to the outbound resolver
endpoint. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

A team of On-call engineers frequently needs to connect to Amazon EC2 Instances In a private subnet to troubleshoot
and run commands. The Instances use either the latest AWS-provided Windows Amazon Machine Images (AMIs) or 

Amazon Linux AMIs. 

The team has an existing IAM role for authorization. A SysOps administrator must provide the team with access to the
Instances by granting IAM permissions to this. 

Which solution will meet this requirement? 

A. Add a statement to the IAM role policy to allow the ssm:StartSession action on the instances. Instruct the team to use
AWS Systems Manager Session Manager to connect to the Instances by using the assumed IAM role. 

B. Associate an Elastic IP address and a security group with each instance. Add the engineers\\' IP addresses to the
security group inbound rules. Add a statement to the IAM role policy to allow the ec2:AuthoflzeSecurityGroupIngress
action so that the team can connect to the Instances. 

C. Create a bastion host with an EC2 Instance, and associate the bastion host with the VPC. Add a statement to the
IAM role policy to allow the ec2:CreateVpnConnection action on the bastion host. Instruct the team to use the bastion
host endpoint to connect to the instances. 

D. Create an internet-facing Network Load Balancer. Use two listeners. Forward port 22 to a target group of Linux
instances. Forward port 3389 to a target group of Windows Instances. Add a statement to the IAM role policy to allow
the ec2:CreateRoute action so that the team can connect to the Instances. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A company needs to upload gigabytes of files every day. The company need to achieve higher throughput and upload
speeds to Amazon S3. 

Which action should a SysOps administrator take to meet this requirement? 

A. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution with the GET HTTP method allowed and the S3 bucket as an origin. 

B. Create an Amazon ElastiCache duster and enable caching for the S3 bucket 

C. Set up AWS Global Accelerator and configure it with the S3 bucket 

D. Enable S3 Transfer Acceleration and use the acceleration endpoint when uploading files 

Correct Answer: D 

Enable Amazon S3 Transfer Acceleration Amazon S3 Transfer Acceleration can provide fast and secure transfers over
long distances between your client and Amazon S3. Transfer Acceleration uses Amazon CloudFront\\'s globally
distributed edge locations. https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/s3-upload-large-files/ 

 

QUESTION 5
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A company hosts a database on an Amazon RDS Multi-AZ DB instance. The database is not encrypted. The
company\\'s new security policy requires all AWS resources to be encrypted at rest and in transit. 

What should a SysOps administrator do to encrypt the database? 

A. Configure encryption on the existing DB instance. 

B. Take a snapshot of the DB instance. Encrypt the snapshot. Restore the snapshot to the same DB instance. 

C. Encrypt the standby replica in a secondary Availability Zone. Promote the standby replica to the primary DB
instance. 

D. Take a snapshot of the DB instance. Copy and encrypt the snapshot. Create a new DB instance by restoring the
encrypted copy. 

Correct Answer: B 
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